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Abstract: The expectations of cities served by High Speed Rail are numerous.
Improvements in a destination’s accessibility could lead to an increase in transport demand
and the revitalization of urban and business tourism. However, High Speed Rail services
do not automatically affect the choice of destination even if they improve accessibility. Even
so, they can improve visitation rates when tourist amenities are located near High Speed
Rail stations becoming therefore easily accessible. The development of tourism is also
influenced by the collective strategies of local stakeholders. Larger cities also appear able
to leverage higher tourist volumes from the construction of High Speed Rail and most
analyses to date have focused upon them. Thus we focus here on how the arrival of High
Speed Rail services has impacted tourism on medium sized cities. Using a diachronic
study of different socio-economic variables and tourist features, this article analyses the
impact that the new rail infrastructure can have on tourism in two selected cases in Spain:
Cuenca and Toledo.
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Introduction
Transportation and tourism are closely related economic activities. In fact, promoting
transportation infrastructure and guaranteeing efficient mobility are usually seen as contributing
to the development of tourism industry (Albalate and Fageda 2016). Amongst the multiple
determinants of the attractiveness of a particular location from the point of view of tourism,
accessibility usually ranks in the first two or three positions. A beautiful landscape, a historical
monument or a sunny and fine sandy beach hardly becomes a clear successful tourist
destination if transport infrastructure does not allow a convenient, comfortable and safe way to
get there and return. This issue is particularly relevant for Spain, a country that shares the
feature of being one of the world’s favourite tourist destinations while having Europe’s largest
high-speed rail network (second in the world after China) (Albalate et al. 2015). Furthermore,
city size appears to be a major determinant of high speed rail’s (HSR) impact on tourism
(Delaplace 2012b). Thus, Bazin et al. (2013) reported that the increase in the number of
tourists attributable to a new HSR service was minimal in many small and medium-sized
European cities, although positive effects were detected in those places with good tourist
amenities.
This article aims, first, to debate the theoretical impact that new HSR infrastructure has on
tourism. Secondly, it analyses the effects on tourism of such infrastructure in two selected
cities, Cuenca and Toledo, from several different perspectives – improved accessibility; growth
in both visitor numbers and tourism-related businesses; improved image of tourist attractions;
and the emergence of development strategies among stakeholders to market and enhanced
visitor experiences, and therefore greater patronage. Nonetheless, any conclusions drawn from
this article must take into account the short period of time since the completion of the HSR
network to Cuenca and Toledo and its likely lagged effects on tourist visitation. In addition,
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HSR’s impact is likely to be affected by such extraneous events as the global financial crisis
and its aftermath. After explaining the development of Spain’s HSR network and the
development of our theoretical and methodological framework, we will briefly characterize the
selected cities’ contrasting tourism models both before and after the completion of the HSR.
This section will focus on their defining features and the range and quality of attractions.
Finally, we will consider the potential future impact the new infrastructure might have in the light
of various assumptions.
The development of Spain’s high-speed rail network
The main reason behind the birth of HSR in Europe, over and above other economic and
political factors, was to unite large metropolitan centres and to realise the commercial benefits
arising from the speed and efficiency of transport between them (Troin 1997, Vickerman 2015).
This is particularly important for cities between 400 and 600 km apart (Vickerman 2016), where
operating speeds of 250 km/h or higher between their commercial cores could generate
substantial advantages over air transport, with travel times of less than three hours (Hall 2009).
Subsequently, in both France (Troin 1998) and then Spain, which largely adopted the French
model and network structure, intermediate stops appeared along HSR routes. For example,
when the second generation of French HSR routes commenced back in the 1990s, the TGVMediterrannée and TGV Atlantique, the intermediate territories defended their interests
claiming that they would suffer all environmental costs involved in the construction of a new
line, but they would not receive any of the alleged benefits associated with greater accessibility
through the HSR stations (the well-known "tunnel effect"). Railway managements accepted the
claim that intermediate stops on the new lines could expand the potential market (FacchinettiMannone et al. 2013). Additional justifications for intermediate stops included political
integration, economic restructuring and territorial cohesion. Such claims were based on the
assumption, widespread among public opinion and political environment, that HSR promotes
growth and territorial development, an argument which, as shown in other studies, it is not
always true (Bellet et al. 2010, Albalate and Bel 2015). Spain’s response to local pressures
along HSR routes created even more intermediate stops than in France, having approximately
one station every 70 km.
Spain’s AVE (Alta Velocidad Espanola) has “dedicated, high-speed, standard-gauge tracks that
serve both high-speed and conventional trains equipped with a gauge-changing system, and
conventional, nonstandard gauge tracks that serve only conventional trains” (Todorovich et al.
2011: 8). Perl and Goetz (2015) have labelled the Spanish model as a comprehensive national
network with extensive new infrastructure development linking major cities and mid-sized
communities across the country while using a predominantly radial network centred on Madrid.
High speed rail services in Spain commenced on April 21, 1992 with the opening of the 471 km
Madrid-Seville (471 km) southern corridor. By choosing Seville as a destination, Spain became
the only European nation not to commence its HSR services along its most congested corridors
or to connect its most populated cities. However, we acknowledge that the conventional
southern link was arguably somewhat congested. Several studies point to a political rationale
for this strategy, namely the promotion of economic development in one of the country’s poorer
regions and thereby assisting the national cohesion through improved territorial equity, albeit at
a high economic and social cost to the nation (Sala-i-Martin 1997, Albalate and Bel 2012).
This first rail line brought five HSR stations into use. Table 1 shows the subsequent HSR
network expansion since 2003 starting with several strategic axes: Madrid-Barcelona-French
border (this HSR line came into service in four stages corresponding to the following stretches
of track: Madrid-Lleida, Lleida-Camp de Tarragona, Camp de Tarragona-Barcelona-Sants,
Barcelona-Girona-Figueres); Madrid-Levante; and Madrid-Northwest (unfinished). Many
additional rail connections such as Cordoba-Malaga and Madrid-Toledo, has yielded a network
of more than 3 100 kilometres of high-speed lines (LAV) today, connecting 31 cities through 36
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HSR stations and serving more than 60% of the Spanish population. According to the operating
company, 9 out of 10 citizens currently live less than 30 kilometres from a HSR station. In
2015, more than 33 million passengers per year used high-speed trains, travelling at an
average commercial speed of 222 km/h, higher than Japan’s 218 km/h and France’s 216 km/h.
However, this situation contrasts markedly with HSR ridership (number of trips) figures, which
show that ridership is much higher in France, Germany and Italy despite their more limited
networks. While ridership in Japan is well over 300 million, and over 110 million in France, the
number of trips on the Spanish HSR network is much smaller (almost 31 million in 2015), and if
we consider the intensity of network use (passenger-km per km of network), the ridership in
France is five times higher than in Spain, while in Germany and Italy it is 4.4 and 2.6 times
higher (Albalate and Fageda 2016).
Different scholars consider that high-speed railway is able to compete with the private vehicle
avoiding the traffic congestion problems in the environment and entry to major cities for
distances less than 400 km. However, some authors have questioned the hypothesis of
replacing part of air traffic by the opening of high-speed lines, taking into consideration the
pace and shaping of the Spanish HSR network, as well as the impact of specifically demandinduced by HSR (Guirao Abad 2000), clearly influenced by the location of the HSR station.
Analyses of substitution between the two transport modes confirm the hypothesis that HSR and
the airlines would seem to offer more independent services than it might first appear. As some
experts have cleverly pointed out, a huge range of dynamics operate here, such as the rise of
budget airlines. The need of airline passengers to connect with on-going flights and
intermediate airports (especially connecting to international flights), and the issue of flight
frequency and the number of flights per day between two cities seem to be expanding
constantly.
The results of some research apparently confirm the hypothesis of the HSR’s great ability to
generate its own demand (Castillo-Manzano et al. 2015). The substitution rate between the two
transport modes seems to be closely linked to the way that any new stations are incorporated
into the HSR network. Although the rate varies significantly over the study period, only 13.9%
of HSR passenger demand was found to have come from air travel during the 1999-2012
period. Thus, even in the most geographically extensive HSR ‘network’ in the world compared
to the surface area involved, the Iberian Peninsula, there is no empirical evidence at all that the
network has generated any clear network effects that will attract more passengers from air
transport. In other words, the expansion of the network, with some lines offering less than
doubtful social profitability and clearly following political criteria (Bel 2011), has seen the
substitution rate with air transport falling over many years (Castillo-Manzano et al. 2015).
The program for the trans-European transport network (TEN-T), as introduced under the Treaty
of Maastricht and defined in the Decision 1692/96/EC in 1996, is designed to guarantee
optimum mobility and coherence between the various modes of transport in the Union. The
TEN-T focuses significantly on the development of high speed transport. Of the 30 priority
projects put forward under this program, no fewer than 14 concern high-speed lines. Of those,
only three high-speed railway lines have been labelled as priority axes and projects
establishing connections between major cities on the Iberian Peninsula, and linking them with
the French high-speed network. New high-speed railway lines (built to standard European
gauge in Spain and Portugal) will link Lisbon and Porto to Madrid. However, for the time being,
and given the economic difficulties, both projects have been cancelled by the Portuguese
government. From Madrid, two branches – Atlantic and Mediterranean – will connect to the
French HSR network. In Spain, in addition to support from TEN-T funds, development work is
also receiving substantial support from the Cohesion Fund.
In Spain, the network layout and the choice of rail lines has not so far given priority to
population density and possible traffic density. Current infrastructure plans are however
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Chronology of high-speed railway lines and stations in Spain
Opening date

High-Speed Rail line

April 1992

Madrid-Sevilla

October 2003

Madrid-Barcelona-French border
Zaragoza-Huesca
Madrid-Toledo
Madrid-Barcelona- French
border
Córdoba-Málaga
Madrid-Valladolid

November 2003
November 2005
December 2006
December 2006
December 2007
December 2007
February 2008

High-Speed Rail stations in Spain
Madrid Atocha, Ciudad Real, Puertollano, Córdoba, Sevilla
Guadalajara-Yebes, Calatayud, Zaragoza-Delicias, Lleida-Pirineus
Huesca, Tardienta
Toledo
Camp de Tarragona
Antequera Santa Ana, Puente Genil
Madrid-Chamartín, Segovia-Guiomar,
Valladolid
Málaga-María Zambrano
Barcelona-Sants

December 2010

Córdoba-Málaga
Madrid-Barcelona- French
border
Madrid-Barcelona- French
border
Madrid-Valencia-Murcia

December 2011

Madrid-Galicia- Atlantic axis

January 2013
June 2013

Madrid-Barcelona- French
border
Madrid-Valencia-Murcia

March 2014

Madrid-Sevilla

April 2015

Madrid-Galicia- Atlantic axis

Villanueva de Córdoba-Los
Pedroches
Vigo-Urzaiz

September 2015
December 2015

Valladolid-León
Madrid-Galicia

Palencia, León
Zamora

December 2010

Table 1

Figueres
Cuenca, Albacete, Requena-Utiel,
Valencia
Ourense, Santiago de Compostela,
A Coruña
Girona
Villena, Alicante

Source: Authors’ data based on ADIF information
addressing the HSR connection of provincial capitals to a network centred in Madrid,
emphasizing their important relations with the National Capital as formulated by the former
Prime Minister José María Aznar on 25 April 2000. Political-administrative and territorial issues
have therefore come to the forefront over the efficiency and cost of transport (Guirao Abad
2000, Albalate and Bel 2015). Thus, the rationale for extending the network in Spain is to fulfil
the political aim of centralizing rail connections, and, only in a few cases, the projects under the
Trans-European transport network (TEN-T) had priority and affected the local decisions. Many
intermediate stops serve small and medium size cities located in areas of low population
density, whose urban polarities are little (or poorly) defined (Garmendia et al. 2012). Thus
many new HSR stations were located without distorting the planned route of the railway line
and placed on the edges of such cities or even in their periphery (Bellet Sanfeliu and Jurado
Rota 2014), while in major urban centres stations retained their central location (Fig. 1). In
other words, in the case of intermediate stops, the economic logic of transport efficiency takes
pride of place over other needs, ignoring the existing urban and territorial structures (Vickerman
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et al. 1999). This can be justified because the traffic that really justifies HSR investment is
mostly generated by large cities and the only way to minimize slower travel times, at a
reasonable cost, is to locate stations on the periphery of small to intermediate cities (Bellet
2016).

Fig. 1 – HSR Spanish lines and stations (September 2016)
Source: updated from Bellet 2016: 46
Nevertheless, it should be remembered that passengers are not necessarily concerned with the
station-to-station travel time when deciding their choice. Door-to-door travel time is of
importance, together with the convenience and reliability, and the cost (an element we do not
deal with here) of the entire chain of journeys from the beginning to end of a trip (Givoni and
Banister 2012: 306). The characteristic of HSR, like with air travel, often means that most of the
travel time (and effort) is spent on getting to and from the HSR station, and this constitutes the
bulk of the journey travel time (Bellet et al. 2010). Givoni and Banister (2012: 307) argue that
there are two important consequences arising from this fact. First, HSR travel can be not
attractive for many travellers, despite its faster speed compared to other modes, especially
when the origin and/or the destination are not in the city centre. Second, any time savings on
the rail journey from the high speed section might be lost on the additional time taken for
access and/or egress journeys to/from the HSR station. Finally, in the trade-off between the
time spent on the train and on getting to it, some experts say that it is likely that passengers will
prefer to reduce the access time (Brons et al. 2009).
Such arguments in favour of locating intermediate stations closer to city centres voiced by local
residents or transport and urban planners seeking reduced access times may however be
overstated to maximise, if possible, local convenience. Of course peripheral HSR stations
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extend access times and therefore overall trip length and lose one of the main virtues of rail
transport when HSR stations are located within a built-up area or even the city centre
(Vickerman et al. 1999). Another urban and physical planning problem centres on the difficulty
of articulating the new fringe HSR transport nodes (Bertolini 1996) with the existing urban fabric
and territorial structure. Despite these observations, peripheral locations may create
development opportunities, because around the new HSR station there is usually available
land at affordable prices to promote new industrial, commercial or even residential centres. On
the other hand, such locations may have little immediate development potential for
communities struggling to retain their populations or where connections to other transportation
options (mixed-mode commuting) are poorly developed. Thus, it could take decades to acquire
activities normally associated with a railroad stop. In France, some cases of HSR stations
located in the urban periphery have favoured new developments and real estate activities in
their immediate surroundings, especially those related to the activities of the advanced tertiary
sector. But in fact there has been little identifiable local economic development associated with
many of these HSR stations: either they have attracted only few new activities or the activities
have not been those initially desired (Facchinetti-Mannone and Bavoux 2010).
In some cases, the choice of location, away from the built-up urban area, and the poor
connectivity with the local or regional transportation network, have caused a loss of
opportunities that has involved modest levels of services and railway traffic. As a result, the
peripheral HSR stations tend to give poorer results in terms of traffic and services (Preston and
Wall 2008). To what extent the distance from the HSR station hampers to potential tourist flows
is an enigma that we will consider in this paper. In any case, some of the examples that we will
detail here have reached neither the expected number of passengers nor the number of
services intended, or the desired economic impact. And this has a cumulative effect, because
train operators are reluctant to build additional railway stations with high-speed services,
especially when final journey times are critical in relation to competition to air transport, so that
services are reduced and these become less attractive to potential users.
High speed rail and tourism: conceptual background
Interestingly, most traditional theories and models proposed to explain the development of
tourism and preferred destinations have not identified transport as a major factor in the
process. In fact, the analysis of its role is often underestimated and, following some scholars:
“Little serious research has been undertaken into the significance of transport as a factor in
destination development” (Prideaux 2000: 54). Nevertheless, “transport is intrinsically linked to
tourism behaviour since, by definition, the tourist is a traveller” (Delaplace et al. 2014a: 2).
However, the last decade has seen several important studies that have focused on the
interactions between HSR systems and the tourism market. These include work by authors
from France (Masson and Petiot 2009, Delaplace et al. 2014a, Delaplace et al. 2014b), Italy
(Pagliara et al. 2013, Pagliara et al. 2015), China (Wang et al. 2012) and Spain (Guirao and
Soler 2008, Gil Álvarez 2010, Albalate and Fageda 2016). Some of these studies assume that
new transport infrastructure will result automatically in a substantial improvement of
accessibility, influencing tourism in two interconnected ways. Firstly, there will be potential
sources of new tourists and, in that sense, the enlargement of demand-side markets; and,
secondly, changes in the existing patterns of tourist flow, spreading them more evenly across
the year. In short, where HSR projects exist, the analysis shows the idea that the
commissioning of a HSR line should benefit the tourism sector: “Besides business journeys,
tourism is the first sector to show an immediate effect following the inauguration of an HST line.
Indeed, the number of tourists in cities linked to the network tends to increase thanks to this
alternative mode of transport” (Albalate and Bel 2012: 345). A larger volume of tourist traffic
would increase turnover in the sector and generate higher tax revenue from visitor expenditure,
while its less marked seasonality would provide more balanced occupation of accommodation
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throughout the year. This rationale is based on the weight of business tourism and weekendshort stays of urban/cultural tourism. However, decreasing seasonality could come from
sources other than better HSR access. Such variables could include higher holiday allowances,
greater wealth and income, and an ageing population with greater propensity to travel, higher
car ownership, and so on.
Furthermore, other specialists continue to point out that if the station is located in the city
centre, places of urban tourism are more easily accessible without loss of time for tourists. A
HSR service allows visitors to access their destinations faster and with less fatigue, by avoiding
congestion and navigation difficulties in the heart of cities, especially when travelling by car.
These benefits are even greater when the station is located close to the city centre. It may also
allow foreign tourists visiting major cities to select a secondary destination that can be visited
during the day with a round trip by train (Delaplace et al. 2014a). Notwithstanding these
benefits, the role of transport infrastructure in tourism development could be ambiguous. In the
case of the HSR, the effects may be conditioned by the existing tourism resources. The
direction of causality is often very unclear. It is also true that the most optimistic expectations
may be obscured by the fact that this transport improvement is often synonymous with the
reinforcement of spatial competition between tourism destinations.
Since the 1970s, the belief that improvements to transport access through HSR implementation
could trigger wealth and prosperity was gradually abandoned. It was realised that the local
portfolio of tourist attractions and the strategies developed to enhance them were just as
important. This new realization thereby modifies the cause and the effect relationships between
the investment in the transport infrastructure and an expanded role for tourism in the
economies served by HSR. In short, the effects depend on the space economy in which the
HSR fits (Masson and Petiot 2009), and the conditions that led to the appearance of these
impacts include: a) the existence of strong local potentialities; b) the existence of local
strategies; c) the development of specific aspects of the tourism sector such as urban tourism
and business tourism (Masson and Petiot 2009).
Accordingly, although expectations were important in France, Italy and Spain, a literature
review of studies carried out ex-post shows that the effects are not systematic, since “they
depend on the implementation of the HSR service and on the characteristics of the territories. It
can be noted that, if the high speed rail allows, in some cases, the increase in the number of
tourists, a decrease of the stay may follow. To understand the role of HSR, it is necessary to
take into account the changes of accessibility, but also its effects on the image of the
destination and on the coordination of the stakeholders” (Delaplace et al. 2014a: 1). The arrival
of an HSR service in cities might generate high expectations of improved tourism, but this is yet
to be demonstrated because the results of various studies are often contradictory.
Two revealed preference surveys were carried out in Rome in April 2012 (Pagliara et al. 2013),
and in Paris in October 2012 (Delaplace et al. 2014b). The objective was to investigate the role
of HSR in the choice of destination for tourism purposes and on the probability of visiting other
cities and returning to Paris or to Rome. In the case of Rome, only 26% of the respondents
were positively influenced by the presence of the HSR for the destination choice, but in Paris,
49% of the respondents were positively influenced by the presence of HSR in the destination
choice. Apparently, several factors influence the choice of tourists, like the presence of
architectural sites, the quality of promotion of the destination itself, the presence of special
events, but the HSR system has affected the choice of Paris and Rome differently. The authors
argue that “the two cities belong to two different countries in which the history of HSR service
was very different; in France HSR was considered a real transport mode alternative, while in
Italy it was a relatively new system, with high travel costs, which still needs a campaign of
promotion to be well accepted among the users and therefore the tourists” (Delaplace et al.
2014b: 174). However, as some experts pointed out, Paris is much more central within Europe
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and both France and neighbouring countries to the north and east are perhaps more wealthy
than Rome and Madrid hinterlands. Also, Paris has for a long time been a premier tourist
destination and it is higher on the tourist ‘radar’ than Rome or Madrid (Berger 2015).
A year later, in June 2013, a new survey on tourists’ choice of a destination was conducted in
Madrid (Pagliara et al. 2015). In this case, the preliminary results showed that the Spanish HSR
system seems to have a significant effect on the tourists' choice to visit other cities close to
Madrid, but the choice of Madrid as a tourist destination is not influenced by the presence of
HSR, while other factors play a significant role. The conducted questionnaire has shown that, in
general terms, domestic and foreign tourists have different characteristics and behaviours.
Therefore, the implementation of tourist products specifically adapted to each demand segment
seems essential to strengthen the tourist attraction in a competitive environment (Pagliara et al.
2015: 193). HSR shows great attractiveness for foreign tourists, as they generally value
aspects such as comfort and travel time reductions, and they are generally less sensitive to
ticket prices. Thus, in Spain, the public institutions dealing with the tourism promotion
specifically and those involved in the regional development strategy seem to be aware of that.
Some steps to promote the use of HSR by the foreign tourists have been taken in the right
direction, such as the creation of the Avexperience consortium and the implementation of the
Spain Pass (Pagliara et al. 2015: 194).
The analysis conducted by Bazin et al. (2013) in some small and medium-sized cities in
Northern, Atlantic and Eastern Europe served by HSR shows that, despite an improvement in
the accessibility even in cities with a tourist heritage, the increase in tourists due to HSR is
minimal. For cities of intermediate size, positive effects can be discerned, provided that they
have strong ‘basket of tourist goods’ in terms of number, quality and diversity. Spanish effects
are similar to those in France and Ureña et al. (2009) argue that such large intermediate cities
served by HSR, as Lille, Zaragoza or even Cordoba, are likely to see a growth in urban and
business tourism. Similarly, Todorovich et al. (2011) reported that, since the start of the HSR
service in Lleida in 2003 and until 2009, tourist visitation has increased by about 15 percent
and the demand for business conventions has risen 20 percent. However, they emphasize that
this was not the case of Tarragona, because of the remoteness of the station relative to the
most attractive coastal areas. An increase of tourist movements is however mentioned in
Taiwan (Cheng 2010) or in China, where some cities have benefited from a HSR service
(Wang et al. 2012). Provinces served in China by HSR “are likely to have approximate 20
percent additional numbers of foreign arrivals and 25 percent greater tourism revenues than
provinces without such systems” (Chen and Haynes 2012: 1).
Thus, it seems clear that the tendency to generalize is wrong because some positive impacts
identified in certain types of cities, with specific strengths, are not always applicable to others.
As noted by some experts, "accessibility to infrastructure is (...) seen as an initial condition for
development by a large number of political actors, this indicating a widespread confusion
between accessibility and attractiveness" (Berion et al. 2007: 655). The extreme heterogeneity
of tourist and business destinations underlines their necessary contextualization (Delaplace
2012a). HSR and its commercial, cultural or demographic effects cannot be understood
independently of the socio-economic characteristics of the served areas, in tourism as in the
other contexts (Bazin et al. 2013). Moreover, we must take into account some possible
complicating issues (Levinson 2012). For example, if the number of tourists increases, the
duration of their stay, in some cases, can be reduced. HSR allows the arrival and departure
during a single day. Furthermore, this reduction in length of stay might also reflect the
strategies of some businesses to move to day-long meetings in order to reduce travel budgets.
The most recent analyses of the relationship between HSR systems and tourism markets
highlight the role HSR services can play in boosting tourism whenever it is able to affect the
behaviour of tourists, in terms of chosen means of transport and the length of stay, and their
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choice of the destination. This is not simply a question of making cities more accessible, but it
also results in the improving of their image while enhancing the coordination with and within the
destination (Delaplace et al. 2014a). The issue of image enhancement is extensively discussed
in the literature (Bazin et al. 2011), and it is seen as a factor from which tourism can benefit.
HSR services can improve the attractiveness of a city’s image by promoting its identity and,
thereby, by enabling it to develop its tourist attractions. This characteristic, described as
semiotic, is a positive factor both for the stakeholders of the served territories and for tourism.
As a clothing brand adds value to a suit, equally the HSR services provide benefit to the served
areas (Delaplace et al. 2014a). However, communication policies are obviously more limited in
small towns and the effects of distinctiveness diminish over time due to an increasingly dense
network of served routes and cities. This image effect is also associated with a "club" policy for
the served cities in France, which is not only symbolic: “In these clubs join many public
stakeholders at different scales (cities, provinces or regions), as well as private ones. Although
it is difficult to measure this image effect, some trends are evident. In Reims, for example,
recently, if tourists coming from the Ile de France region continue to increase, the data
collected from the tourist office at the station show that the share of tourists travelling by TGV
has decreased. Thus, the destination Reims is now one of the possible destinations, among the
cities served by TGV service, worthy of a communication policy to encourage the renewal of
the cultural supply” (Delaplace et al. 2014a: 8).
The development of tourism is also influenced by the collective strategies of local stakeholders,
including the railway operator, promoters of business tourism, public-private actors or non-profit
organizations operating in the entertainment and culture sectors, and local residents. Access to
an HSR service can also help bring about the coordination of many local actors in the tourism
sector to create an agreed image of a particular location. In this way, various actors such as a
city’s economic development agency or a regional tourist office might be encouraged to work
together to define and promote the destination’s tourist potential rather than to blur it through
conflicting information or images. Tourist packages might also be developed including HSR
services providing access to the location concerned or, alternatively developing procedures to
enable tourists to create their own "basket of territorialized goods and services" (Pecqueur
2003). Packages can also be constructed to encourage visitors to stay overnight by including a
range of cultural experiences.
In Spain, a recent study from the economic perspective (Albalate and Fageda 2016), points out
that the main impact of HSR on mobility is to substitute airline passenger volumes, rather than
to induce a higher number of new trips, a result countering the findings of other investigations
(Castillo-Manzano et al. 2015). The analysis has been conducted at the provincial level using
an econometric strategy based on the implementation of the differences-in-differences panel
data method. They evaluate how HSR impacts on two tourism outcome variables: the total
number of tourists (visitors) and the mean duration of their stays (number of overnights). They
draw on tourism data provided by Spain’s National Statistics Institute (INE) that covers 50
provinces with a 15-year time span (1998-2013). Hence, they have a sample with 750
observations. The method chosen is a slight extension of the differences-in-differences
estimation procedure specified as a two-way fixed effects model: “The differences-indifferences method assumes that a counterfactual is estimated by considering the change in
the outcome variable for the control group and the expected change recorded by the treated
group if treatment had not occurred. However, for this assumption to be valid it is necessary to
demonstrate that the temporal effect in the two groups of provinces (treated and controls) is the
same in the absence of HSR” (Albalate and Fageda 2016: 180).
Two policy variables are employed that consequently produce different specifications and
evaluation outcomes. First, the impact of HSR is evaluated using a binary variable that takes a
value of 1 if HSR is available in the province and 0 otherwise. Second, a discrete variable is
used to identify the number of HSR destinations available from any given HSR node. Beyond
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these policy variables, several groups of explanatory variables are controlled for here. First,
there are considered time varying provincial characteristics that can affect the growth of
tourism. Thus, the province size is introduced by including the total number of inhabitants
(population), given that the total number of tourists is the dependent variable. Moreover,
changes in the weather over time are controlled for by including the annual precipitation
(rainfall) and the changes in the economic cycle are taken into consideration by including the
unemployment rate of the province. They also include as explanatory variable the traffic moved
by the airports of the province, as well as several variables related with the dynamics of the air
transport market in Spain: a binary variable that takes value 1 for hub airports and the number
of operating basis of low-cost airlines. Finally, we include a binary variable that takes the value
1 when a new terminal is working. This variable accounts for the capacity expansion (Albalate
and Fageda 2016).
The results provide mixed evidence about the impact of HSR accessibility on tourist outcomes.
On the one hand, they find that air traffic is negatively affected by HSR and air traffic is a strong
predictor of tourist arrivals. This suggests a negative indirect effect of HSR on tourist outcomes
(Albalate and Fageda 2016: 174). On the other hand, HSR may have a positive (weak) direct
effect on tourism. However, such result is conditioned by the used measure of HSR
accessibility and econometric technique. Thus, the net effect of HSR on tourism outcomes is
not consistently positive. In any case, as some scholars argue, the analysis is not very
convincing as there seem to be many mediating processes going on: the existence of budget
airlines and their prices relative to HSR, quality of road access, proximity to major tourist
attractions, quality and quantity of tourist attractions at the destinations, seasonal issues,
adjacency to international tourist attractions and many others.
In their concluding remarks, Albalate and Fageda (2016) emphasize that HSR has failed to
promote tourism in the areas (provinces) receiving new HSR lines. HSR seems to have a
detrimental impact on air traffic so that HSR is more competitive than air travel. Still, HSR may
be more competitive in terms of frequencies, travel time and comfort and not necessarily in
terms of price. Given that travellers for tourism are more sensitive to price than to time, the
overall competitiveness of HSR in relation to aviation may not have a positive effect on tourist
outcomes (Albalate and Fageda 2016: 183). However, this general conclusion should be
qualified, since business tourism practiced by professionals and high-income socio-economic
categories is relatively sensitive to price but very highly sensitive to the quality and speed of
service. In addition, early HSR ticket offers and promotions turn certain cities, with a good
cultural offer and tourist promotion, into very competitive destinations for short-term stays
(weekends and long weekends) throughout the year.
With regard to the scale of research, as other scholars have highlighted (Delaplace 2012b), the
city size appears to be an important determinant of the impact of HSR on tourism, while data at
the provincial level does not provide accurate information about what happens to other different
urban scales. Some surveys have been made in big cities and theme Parks but very little
progress has been made across the city size spectrum. In fact, it must be recognized that the
whole study area is embroiled in uncertainty of cause and effect when it comes to travel access
and tourism. Thus, we need to obtain more information concerning medium sized cities in
different countries.
Methodology
The results reported in this article are the product of a broader research project, which has
focused on the analysis of HSR in Spain and its impact on urban transformation patterns and
associated local development strategies. Two of the main goals of the project are:
1.
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2.

economic and functional) raised by the implementation and commissioning of HSR
services in medium and small cities.
The analysis and cataloguing of actions and urban strategies that have been
implemented in medium-sized and small Spanish cities to seize the opportunities
offered by HSR.

Also related with this second objective, we focused on the issue of potential tourism impacts
associated with the opening of new HSR lines and stations. In any case, and for the purpose of
this article it has not been our intention to collect data and analyse all HSR lines in a large and
tourist country as Spain. Far from this goal, we have followed the line of research of other
authors who have concentrated their efforts in the study of the impacts of HSR in cities located
at short or medium distance from big cities and for which the travel time from the big
metropolitan area does not exceed one and a half hours. Just as an example, we will mention
two contributions. Bazin et al. (2013) restricted their analysis to the TGV effect in tourist
destinations reachable in a less than 1.5-hour trip to/from Paris. Pagliara et al. (2015) study the
impact of HSR in Madrid on tourist destination choice by means of a revealed preference
survey. Results indicate that the presence of HSR does not seem to be a key factor influencing
the destination choice of tourists because most of them are international tourists that can only
arrive by air transportation. However, the use of HSR appears to be attractive to international
tourists to visit nearby locations only.
Our study contributes to this literature by estimating empirically the impact of HSR on local
tourism using a sample of municipalities surrounding the national capital, the Madrid
metropolitan area. The sample of selected municipalities (Table 2) is based on several criteria:
all of them are provincial capitals located in the country's inland at a distance from Madrid
ranging from 72 to 300 kilometres. Likewise, all of them can be classified as intermediate cities,
both by the number of inhabitants and by the role and functions that the cities play in their
immediate territory, the influence and relations they exert and maintain in it and the flows and
relations they generate towards the outside. Five are connected by HSR lines and stations with
travel times not exceeding an hour and a half. Three out of these five cities are classified by
UNESCO as world heritage, while the other two have a lower profile as tourist attractions. To
the initial sample of five cities, we add three others that lack HSR connection but which are also
declared by UNESCO as World Heritage Cities and are located at a distance from Madrid that
turns them into tourist destinations for weekend or short stays. This sample gives us the
Table 2
Medium-distance HSR services from Madrid and travel time for different modes
Opening
of HSR
station
Cities with HSR stations
Toledo
2005
Segovia
2007
Valladolid
2007
Cuenca
2010
Albacete
2010
Cities without HSR stations
Ávila
Salamanca
Cáceres

Population
(2015)

Distance
from
Madrid
(km)

83 226
52 728
303 905
55 428
172 121

72
93
196
168
257

58 358
146 438
95 617

116
221
301

Travel time from Madrid
(minutes)
HSR
Car
Bus
Conventional train
33
27
65
55
91

65
85
145
105
150

55
75
135
120
165

113
178
188
143

90
147
180

80
165
235

100
170
236

Source: National Statistical Institute and RENFE
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opportunity to compare cities with and without HSR, and therefore offers us the opportunity to
separate the HSR effects from other factors.
After the first analysis on the evolution of travellers and overnight stays in hotel establishments
for the sample of eight cities, we will focus on two exploratory case studies: Cuenca and
Toledo. Moreover, why precisely these two cities? Because they represent two contrasting
models of evolution and tourist dynamism despite the fact that both are served by HSR. An
average, or typical case, is often not the richest in information. In clarifying lines of history and
causation, it is more useful to select subjects that offer an interesting, unusual or particularly
revealing set of circumstances
The methodology was both quantitative and qualitative, and focused on the collection and
analysis of statistical data series. The Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, conducted
by the National Statistical Institute (travellers in hotel establishments; travellers in hotel
establishments by nationality; average stay of travellers in tourist accommodation
establishments; overnight stays by travellers) and the Hotel Accommodation Official guide
produced by Turespaña. The Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey measures the
evolution of supply and occupancy in hotel accommodation through the analysis of different
variables: travellers, overnight stays, occupancy rate, number of establishments, average stay,
etc. The collection of the information is carried out during seven consecutive days of each
month chosen randomly, so that between all the establishments the complete month is
covered. The data from this survey provide information at different scales: regional, provincial
and “tourism interest points”, municipalities with tourism relevance as defined by the Spanish
National Statistical Office attending to their tourism supply facilities.
We have also collected information about schedules, frequencies and prices for HSR services
in each of the two stations analysed. This quantitative approach has been supplemented by
additional data and information obtained from interviews with some of the key local actors
(managers from Tourist Offices and Convention Bureau and members of local Hospitality
Business Associations); as well as a compilation of information obtained from the local and
national press.
However, our research presents some methodological limitations regarding the used sources.
Several cities included in the sample (Segovia, Toledo, Cuenca) receive an important volume
of excursionists who can use the HSR but do not spend the night in tourist destinations. The
travel times of less than one hour from Madrid and their status of heritage cities make them
habitual destinations for both foreign tourists arriving in Madrid and Spanish tourists who travel
from the state capital. The available sources to study the effect of HSR on excursionists (modal
shifts and induced traffic) are varied but incomplete: data from tourist offices, entrance to
certain monuments or museums, etc. In any case, they are not very reliable, comparable and
do not cover the same registration periods across the two locations studied. Undoubtedly, the
investigation and study of this type of sources would also benefit from surveys conducted
among a representative sample of excursionists.
Finally, we cannot fail to mention two important facts. On the one hand, there is the disturbing
factor of the economic crisis that Spain has suffered since 2008, a crisis from which tourism
has begun to recover starting with 2013. To what extent the crisis has affected more or less the
sample of cultural/urban tourist destinations and its varied resilience is an aspect that we must
also take into account. On the other hand, the opening dates of the HSR lines differ for cities
chosen between two and five years. If we take into account the time necessary to verify the
effect of HSR on the sustained increase in tourism, the temporal gap may have implications
that we should assess.
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Results and Discussion
Cultural and urban tourism in the context of the Spanish tourist model
Spain welcomed more than 68 million international tourists in 2015. On the other hand, the
internal tourism registered in the same year more than 160 million trips made by tourists
residing in the country. Spain has focused its activity on the great flows of "mass tourism", with
a strong concentration of supply on the coast. Thus, the vast majority of Spanish tourist
destinations offer mainly the sun and sand product, with high doses of standardization
according to the predominant demand profile, which has contributed to the reduction of their
profit margin in recent years. The high quality and attractiveness of tourist resources, together
with the extent of its infrastructures and facilities, have made the Spanish destinations of sun
and sand the benchmark for the holidays of the middle-class Europeans. The success of this
model meant its systematic replication throughout the Mediterranean coast and the islands,
which has involved a high level of demand concentration, both spatially and temporally. With
the exception of the Canary Islands, the seasonality curve has remained practically constant in
the last ten years, both in international and national tourism. Tourist flows to Spain continue to
be concentrated in summer (June-September), despite their sharp growth in the remainder of
the year. Because of the concentration, some of the most emblematic destinations of the
Spanish coast are in the stage of maturity.
Spain has established itself as one of the main tourist destinations in the world. More than 50%
of the foreign tourism received throughout 2015 came from the United Kingdom, Germany and
France. Travellers from the United States and South Korea increased by 23% and 86%,
respectively. In fact, only tourists from Russia, Venezuela, the Philippines, and to a much
lesser extent (1.21%) from Germany declined in 2015. By continent, 86.1% of tourists came
from Europe, 7.1% from America, and the remaining 6.8% from the rest of the world.
The offer of Spanish tourist products is very varied and it is characterized by providing different
types of tourist services that are partially adjusted to the new behaviours of the market. The
sun and sand product remains the indisputable engine of Spanish tourism, although affected by
a high level of maturity. The cultural and city tourism is a reality within the broad set of tourist
products in Spain and it offers a high potential of competitive growth that should be based on a
greater segmentation and specialization of the destinations. The rest of products – such as
business and convention, health and wellness, sport, or rural and ecotourism – are at the
development stage.
Spain offers a large number of cultural attractions and it ranks second globally in terms of
UNESCO World Heritage Sites, including 13 cities and 41 monuments. Approximately 10% of
tourists arriving in Spain are culturally motivated and, given that the stock of cultural products
consolidates annually, this segment of the tourist market has the potential to develop further in
the future. The progressive increase of tourists in the 40-60 years’ age segment across Europe
will also likely drive significant growth in demand for cultural and city tourism over the short to
medium term. Likewise, greater accessibility to destinations, due to the expected expansion of
air and intermodal transport, will mean that more and more cities and cultural tourism
destinations will develop tourist initiatives introducing further competition into the market. The
consequences in terms of urban and territorial policies are complex, as this type of tourism
links up with the revitalisation of city centres and the development of infrastructures and events.
Cultural and city tourist are typically characterised by a low seasonality and participation in
such complementary activities as gastronomic consumption and shopping among others.
Consequently, this market segment’s higher daily expenditures make its development a leading
future priority right now (Deloitte 2016).
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Tourism Models in Cuenca and Toledo
As explained earlier, we selected two case studies to investigate in depth the impacts of HSR
systems on tourism and our results are presented here. Both Toledo and Cuenca are
intermediate cities, albeit at the lower end of the population spectrum. They are both provincial
capitals located in the Castile-La Mancha region and they are UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Toledo is a medium size town of 83 226 inhabitants (2015), located in the centre of the Iberian
Peninsula, some 72 km south of Madrid, and it was declared a World Heritage Site in 1986 for
its extensive cultural and monumental heritage. Toledo was one of the former capitals of the
Spanish court and a place where Christian, Jewish and Moorish cultures coexisted. Cuenca is
another medium size town of 55 428 inhabitants (2015), located 168 km east of Madrid and
almost halfway between there and Valencia, located 218 km further to the east. It was also
declared a World Heritage Site in 1996 for its extensive cultural and monumental heritage and
its integration with the outstanding natural environment. Much of the old town overlooks gorges
etched by the Júcar and Huécar rivers, providing a landscape of great value.
Its proximity to Madrid makes Toledo an urban-cultural destination for a large number of
day-trippers. Visits of short duration often entail cursory contact with the city’s heritage, limited
to walking around its core and visits to the main monumental landmarks. Language tourism is
an emerging market segment, linked to the supply of Spanish courses for foreigners at the
University of Castile-La Mancha and the Centre for International Studies San Juan de la
Penitencia, under the Ortega y Gasset Trust. In recent years Toledo has also been focusing on
business tourism, including conferences, conventions, and seminars, taking advantage of
several conditions: its proximity to Madrid; the power of its historical legacy; its role as regional
capital; and the provision of a wide and growing range of facilities and services such as the
Toledo Convention Bureau and the Toledo Conference City Trust (Cortés Alonso 2002). Toledo
enjoys a privileged position in the Spanish tourism context. It is one of the most popular
heritage destinations and it hosts approximately 1.5 to 1.7 million tourists a year (Troitiño
Vinuesa and Troitiño Torralba 2009), most of whom spend a day or a few hours in the city.
Although dominated by domestic visitors, Toledo’s national prominence as a destination for
cultural tourism attracts greater presence of foreign visitors than many other locations including
Cuenca (Table 3).
Table 3
Percentage of travellers in hotel establishments between 2005 and 2015, by nationality
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Cuenca
Domestic
Foreign
tourists
tourists
90.8
9.2
89.6
10.4
86.9
13.1
87.3
12.7
84.4
15.6
82.4
17.6
83.1
16.9
81.5
18.5
84.3
15.7
87.2
12.8
87.6
12.4

Toledo
Domestic
Foreign
tourists
tourists
72.5
27.5
70.8
29.2
71.6
28.4
71.1
28.9
72.8
27.2
70.7
29.3
67.8
32.2
67.3
32.7
68.2
31.8
70.6
29.4
68.6
31.4

Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
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Cuenca is a highly ranked tourist and excursion destination with further development potential
and it already attracts about 800 000 visitors annually, for both leisure and cultural activities.
Visiting monuments and historic sites ranked first, followed by the objective of enjoying nature.
Given that Cuenca has a special harmony between nature and architecture, it is usual to
combine the visit to the historic old town with a journey through some of the protected natural
areas located in the same municipality. However official statistics show that the number of
tourists visiting Toledo is more than double those visiting Cuenca. In recent years, the gap has
even increased, with visits to Toledo rising – especially in 2014 with the Greco Year, while
those to Cuenca have slowed noticeably. Of the estimated 3.5 million tourists who visited
Toledo in 2014, 810 990 stayed at least one night in a local hotel, which is 57.7 percent higher
than overnight stays for one day in Cuenca. On the other hand, the average length of stay per
visitor in Cuenca is usually somewhat higher, with 1.6 days per person compared to 1.5 days in
Toledo (Table 4). In any case, Toledo is a mature tourist destination with international
recognition and visibility while Cuenca lacks the notoriety that it deserves for its heritage
resources. The gap between the two is very large and Cuenca will still have to work hard on the
creation of tourism products and on the elaboration of a tourism marketing plan agreed upon
and supported by all stakeholders.
Average length of stay of tourists between 2005 and 2015 (in days)
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Cuenca
1.60
1.60
1.65
1.67
1.68
1.62
1.56
1.51
1.57
1.65
1.65

Toledo
1.56
1.62
1.60
1.62
1.57
1.56
1.55
1.49
1.51
1.51
1.50

Table 4

Castile-La Mancha region
1.73
1.73
1.76
1.80
1.78
1.76
1.75
1.68
1.68
1.65
1.66

Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
Improving accessibility and expectations associated with HSR in terms of tourism
development: disappointed expectations and ambivalent impacts
In Toledo, the old train station, which dates from 1919 and it is located at the edge of the city,
has been restored to cater for the HSR trains and the old conventional line has been
dismantled. Before the HSR construction began in 2002, rail traffic between Madrid and Toledo
in 2002 amounted to 874 336 travellers per year. This figure rose by 30% to 1 140 502 in 2006,
the first full operational year of the HSR rail services after its opening in November 2005, and to
1 513 000 in 2009. Travel times were halved from 60 to 30 minutes, and neither private cars
nor interurban buses could compete in terms of travel time, particularly during Madrid’s peak
hours (Guirao and Soler 2008).
In the case of Cuenca, the completion of the HSR line in December 2010 did not mean the
disappearance of conventional trains and dual modes persisted. Moreover, the new high-speed
station (Fig. 2), was located 5 km from the city centre. In 2011, just over 220 000 passenger
trips were recorded on the HSR service – a modest beginning, but that number gradually
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increased to almost 280 000 in 2013. Today, the main problem is the station’s poor connectivity
with Cuenca’s other transport networks, which makes it difficult for it to become, in the short
term, hub for local economic promotion (Ortuño-Padilla et al. 2014). Public transport access to
the HSR station involves either taxis or buses, but the latter depart for the central bus station
every 20 minutes and they take travellers on a circuitous route that lengthens the ride to 7 km,
and an average time of 15 minutes for the full trip (Vázquez Varela and Martínez Navarro
2015). However, a clear improvement in Cuenca’s connectivity with the two main cities of the
Madrid-Levante HSR line – Madrid and Valencia – cannot be denied. The travel time on
conventional trains between Madrid and Cuenca was of 3.5 hours, while that between Cuenca
and Valencia was a little longer. Those times have been reduced to 55 and 58 minutes
respectively.

Fig. 2 – The HSR stations of Toledo (left) and Cuenca (right)
Source: Adif Alta Velocidad (2016)
HSR transport services between Toledo and Madrid have encouraged daily commuting
between the former and the latter, assisted by the purchase of monthly season tickets which
are considerably cheaper than normal tickets which cost 12.9 € one-way. Also, on working
days, tourists travelling in the opposite direction to Toledo help fill seats on the return journey.
Thus the line accommodates 15 high-speed rail shuttles in both directions during working days
and 10 at weekends. A survey conducted in 2007 revealed that from Monday to Friday 50% of
trips have a work purpose, 30% are tourists and 8% students. Of the commuters with season
tickets, 70% of them live in Toledo and only 20% are living in Madrid. Of the tourist trips on
working days, 70% are not Spanish and usually buy their tickets in the origin train station on the
same day of the trip (Guirao and Soler 2008).
The Cuenca HSR station is an intermediate one, so the line is used to connect the city with
larger urban centres such as Madrid, Valencia, Seville (3 hours 20 minutes) and Alicante (1
hour 32 minutes). The line is provided with 28 daily HSR connections in different directions
during working days and 21 on weekends. During working days, the reasons for travelling are
mainly related to work, while during weekends and holiday periods the proportion of tourists
increases. At present, most of the complaints about the service focus on the lack of season
tickets associated with shuttle trains and schedules that do not allow early arrival in Madrid,
Valencia and Albacete. However, it is possible to get great discounts in the case of early bird
prices.
It is extremely difficult to quantify exactly the effect that HSR has had on the arrival of visitors
and tourists to both Cuenca and Toledo. In order to search for more clear insights about this
topic in other similar cities, we selected a sample of eight cities, five of them served by HSR
(Toledo, Segovia, Valladolid, Cuenca and Albacete), while Ávila, Cáceres and Salamanca have
no HSR access. These intermediate cities are located in the inland of the Iberian Peninsula and
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they range between 72 and 300 kilometres from Madrid. They are all tourist destinations, but
six of them are UNESCO World Heritage listed cities: Toledo, Ávila, Segovia, Salamanca,
Cáceres and Cuenca. Albacete and Valladolid are destinations for what one might term urban
tourism. Data on travellers and overnight stays in hotels (Fig. 3, Fig. 4) provides us with eight
tourist destinations whose recent evolution has been completely different.
Segovia has undergone the most favourable increase in its tourist traffic, followed by Toledo
and Valladolid at some distance behind. Their HSR stations opened between 2005 (Toledo)
and 2007 (Segovia and Valladolid). In this sense, the cities that get the best scores seem to
confirm the thesis that the arrival of the HSR to a city seems to boost the tourist flows, although
the times and the scores do not always correlate exactly. However, the three cities that follow
them in scoring, Ávila, Salamanca and Cáceres, lack a high-speed railway station, which has
not prevented them from showing positive trends or that Salamanca is the city with the largest
number of travellers staying in hotel establishments of the entire selected sample. Finally,
Albacete and Cuenca close the list of the obtained scores. They were incorporated into the
high-speed network in 2010, but, despite this, they have not managed to keep pace with
competitors still lacking a HSR station.

Fig.3 - Travellers in hotel establishments between 2005-2015 (on an index base 2005 = 100)
Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
If we go back to our two case studies (Table 5), Toledo recorded a steady growth in the
number of travellers, with a slight decrease in the early years of the economic crisis (2008 and
2009) and a spectacular jump after 2013. In contrast, the crisis helps explain the continued
decline of tourists and the overnight stays during the same period in Cuenca, a situation that
the arrival of HSR failed to reverse. So the evolution of Cuenca’s tourist numbers reflects the
average of the region to which it belongs, a territory of markedly rural characteristics. It
therefore seems clear that the development of HSR has had two quite different effects on our
two case study locations. Likewise, the proximity of nearby Madrid, which is either a source of
day-trippers or the starting point for numerous possible routes linking World Heritage
destinations, has different effects on the two locations.
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Fig.4 - Overnight stays by travellers between 2005-2015 (on an index base 2005 = 100)
Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
Table 5
Travelers in hotel establishments and overnight stays by travellers between
2003 and 2015 (absolute data)
Year

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Travellers in hotel establishments
Cuenca
Toledo
Castile-La
Mancha
region
174 913
375 985
1 788 369
203 019
412 495
1 899 183
209 196
434 615
1 982 708
208 923
450 669
2 084 181
222 182
465 418
2 187 095
203 849
448 007
2 117 135
188 093
441 644
1 970 296
197 584
460 795
1 969 158
196 179
462 063
1 911 229
179 893
468 633
1 764 436
176 427
491 362
1 743 486
170 192
596 980
1 908 864
175 654
566 977
1 963 232

Overnight stays by travellers
Cuenca
Toledo
Castile-La
Mancha
region
286 530
575 804
3 013 400
327 912
639 269
3 209 495
335 417
677 065
3 438 796
335 847
729 706
3 618 422
367 153
742 054
3 847 538
340 887
728 138
3 807 440
316 474
694 483
3 518 963
318 527
719 281
3 479 503
306 060
718 745
3 352 303
272 480
700 796
2 974 774
276 947
738 586
2 933 088
281 198
902 451
3 173 960
290 852
849 132
3 269 043

Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
In parallel with a progressive increase in tourists, Toledo has experienced a significant growth
and major renovation of its hotel infrastructure with the opening of three, four and five star
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hotels located on the edge of the historic city centre and the access routes to the city. In
particular, the increase in the supply of medium and high categories has been significant (Table
6). On the other hand, the recovery of old manor houses and the demand from visitors for
staying in "charming places" have fostered the opening of new small hotel establishments in
the historical district, providing the city with a wide range and affordable supply for all kinds of
travellers. It is difficult to prove whether the construction or refurbishment of hotels precedes or
it follows the increase of tourists, as well as whether the construction is demonstrably affected
by the arrival of HSR. The new hotels of high categories were built and opened between 2006
and 2007, while several hotels of four stars were refurbished and completed between 2006 and
2009. The dates overlap with the four years following the arrival of the high-speed train (2005),
but also with the last years of the financial-real estate boom in Spain. After the outbreak of the
economic crisis, and despite the fact that the number of travellers has continued to increase,
the opening of new hotel establishments has stagnated so far.
Evolution of hotel accommodation by category and number
of hotel beds (2003-2016)
Category

Hotel establishments
2003
2016

Table 6

Number of hotel beds
2003
2016

CUENCA
Five stars hotel
Four stars hotel
Three stars hotel
Two stars hotel
One star hotel
Two stars hostel
One star hostel
Guesthouse
Total

3
3
3

5
5
3

509
386
162

737
467
141

7
2
1
19

16
3
3
35

305
30
30
1 422

464
76
62
1 947

Five stars hotel
Four stars hotel
Three stars hotel
Two stars hotel
One star hotel
Two stars hostel
One star hostel
Guesthouse
Total

5
12
7
1
16
4
2
47

3
9
15
7
1
21
4
1
61

1 108
1 010
278
36
411
67
19
2 929

424
1 693
1 549
278
36
500
67
7
4 554

TOLEDO

Source: Hotel Accommodation Official guide and Turespaña
HSR trains and tourism in Cuenca and Toledo: renewed image and coordination tool
The contribution of HSR to both cities in terms of image enhancement is undeniable. Both cities
have significantly improved their accessibility in time and quality of service, especially in the
case of Cuenca, where, in addition to a reduction of more than 65% of travel time to Madrid, we
can add its direct connection with 11 other HSR cities included within the network. On the other
hand, this image effect has also been associated with a "club" policy under the name
Avexperience offering combined packages for each destination, including train tickets plus
hotel at very competitive prices. However, again in this case, it does not appear that the image
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enhancement has resulted in both cases in a growing tourist flow.
The collective strategies of the various stakeholders in both cities have shown very different
levels of effectiveness. Stakeholders include railway operators, promoters of business tourism,
and operators in the entertainment and cultural sectors – whether public, private or non-profit.
In the past, both cities have tested new models of heritage and tourism management as
evidenced by the creation of various institutions such as separate Consortia and Convention
Bureaux in both Toledo and Cuenca. Both cities have produced planning documents: Cuenca
Tourism Promotion Plan 1998-2001; Toledo Plan for Tourist Excellence 2000-2002; and Toledo
Quality Tourist Destination Plan. However, their ability to engage all stakeholders and to arouse
the support of various institutions has been different, as clearly demonstrated by the recent
dissolution of the Cuenca Tourism Foundation, after 12 years of work between 2004 and 2016.
Undoubtedly, the city of Toledo has benefited from its higher profile as a tourist destination for
decades. We must add to this its ability to promote the provincial capital as a business tourism
destination for congresses and meetings. The new "El Greco" Convention Centre was opened
in 2012. Its capacity to expand and diversify cultural and leisure activities created such new
projects as the Greco year 2014, and such important exhibitions as El griego de Toledo, and El
Greco y su taller: arte y oficio, which had great public success. Its ability to create new tourism
products and to attract more visitors is aided by the city’s ability to link it with HSR, as occurred
with the development of the Spanish Gastronomy Capital theme in 2016. The city has also
worked with the HSR operator to design and promote travel or tour packages based, for
example during the Greco year 2014, on direct connections to Barcelona, Malaga and Seville.
The city of Cuenca has its own features, which clearly differ from those of Toledo. Thus, the
HSR service has improved the image of the city and its attractiveness by asserting its identity
and, thereby, enabling it to develop its tourist attractions with a higher degree of visibility as a
tourist destination in both national and international arenas. But the impact has been much
smaller than that of Toledo. Efforts to give the city a Convention Centre have been crippled by
the global financial crisis, so that attempts to promote the city as a business tourism destination
are restricted by the limitations of the existing infrastructure that can only serve small business
meetings, incentive trips and minor conferences. Attempts to expand and diversify the city’s
cultural and leisure opportunities were only implemented in 2016, much behind Toledo. This
entailed developing new cultural projects that seek to break seasonality and also attract more
visitors by linking their promotion with the presence of HSR. Thus an exhibition entitled Ai
Weiwei. La poética de la libertad, which opened between July and December in the gothic
cathedral of Cuenca, was packaged with HSR tickets and hotel accommodation, thereby
combining the efforts of several stakeholders. Data collected from January to December seem
to show an increase of 13% both in the registered number of tourists and overnight stays
compared with the same period the previous year, suggesting that HSR is a necessary, but not
sufficient, element in developing tourism.
Conclusions
Most scholars agree that it will take some time to understand the development effects of
commissioning and implementing new infrastructure (Bellet et al. 2010, Bellet Sanfeliu 2013). A
revolution in mobility practices, defined by modal shifts and induced traffic (Menéndez et al.
2016), follows immediately the deployment of these services. Nevertheless, the impact of these
new practices on the socio-economic dynamics may take much longer. The French academic
literature, which already has great experience on the subject, suggests that we have to wait 20
years to assess the new socio-economic dynamics and spatial impact that can be generated
with the implementation of a new infrastructure such as HSR trains (Klein and Million 2005).
Obviously, taken together, the time required testing the effects of HSR in the territory, coupled
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with the economic crisis that has been going on for more than eight years, have complicated
the possibilities of obtaining conclusive results.
However, the HSR can become a dynamic tool where there is a strong governmental guidance
and leadership at city and territory level, while stakeholders are collectively able to define
strategies needed to adapt the infrastructure to enhance the tourist experiences (Bellet Sanfeliu
2013, Bellet et al. 2016). The transformation of public images of city or territory accessibility is
immediate and it occurs mostly with the new infrastructure’s opening. Places suddenly become
more accessible and more likely to be explored. The city that hosts the new infrastructure gets
more visibility and opportunities to promote itself. The HSR adds an air of modernity to the city
where it operates, a collective illusion that should not be wasted (Paül i Agusti 2009), since
following the changes of accessibility of the served territories, the involved actors are expecting
economic dynamism in general and tourism in particular. However, the automatic nature of the
effects of transport infrastructures on local economic development, commonly known as a
"structuring effect", is largely a myth (Offner 1993).
The arrival of HSR certainly had immediate effects on many aspects of life and society of the
two selected cities, although most diagnoses agree on the fact that tourism, accommodation
and catering industries were likely to benefit most from its development. However, tourism is a
multi-faceted and highly differentiated good – depending on location – and we should both
broaden and deepen the research field by researching numbers of tourist visitors, the
development of tourist service companies, changes in the number of conferences and
meetings, changing employment in the tourism sector – including the number and types of jobs,
revealed preference surveys among tourists, and so on. More accurate and conclusive data of
these kinds can help each city in defining, implementing and revising their own tourism
strategies.
Our Spanish study has shown that it is difficult to quantify the impact of HSR on tourism, but
the opportunity to compare cities with and without HSR allows us to separate the HSR effects
from other factors. In this sense, it is evident that from the mentioned sample of eight cities, the
three that have grown the most in visitors have been Segovia, Toledo and Valladolid, all three
with HSR station but with very different tourist resources. Segovia and Toledo are heritage
cities, with a highly defined profile of cultural tourism. However, Valladolid has had to invest
and bet on other complementary tourism products such as wine tourism, gastronomy and
cultural events and congresses. The three cities that score in the middle area of the table,
Ávila, Salamanca and Cáceres also correspond to the profile of heritage cities, whose tourist
resources are important enough and have sufficient visibility to increase the flows of visitors
despite lacking connection to the HSR network. Finally, Albacete and Cuenca, with the worst
data of growth in terms of visitors housed in hotel establishments, joined the HSR network
somewhat later and with very different profiles and resources. At least partial confirmation for
our conclusions is to be found in the findings of other investigations. Albalate (2015) argue that
the number of tourists grew faster in recent years in destinations (Spanish provinces) not
connected to the HSR network than in destinations connected to it, indicating that factors other
than the availability of this service may have significant influence on tourist attraction. Among
intermediate cities, only those pre-equipped with good tourist amenities enjoyed significant
impacts.
Another aspect that should have an impact on tourist flows, which is repeatedly assessed in the
academic literature, concerns HSR stations located peripherally to cities. Many scholars argue
that peripheral HSR stations tend to give poorer results in terms of traffic and services.
However, this condition has had little effect on a major tourist destination like Segovia where
the high-speed station is 6 km far from the city centre and the evolution of tourist flows, despite
the slight decrease during the hardest years of the economic crisis, has been especially
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positive. This view is substantiated to some extent by Cuenca, whose high-speed station is 5
km away from the city centre. Its fall in the number of visitors during the years of the financial
crisis and the modest recovery in numbers since 2014 cannot be due exclusively to the location
of the HSR infrastructure.
Another conclusion from this study of the relationship between tourism and HSR in World
Heritage Cities, especially Toledo and Cuenca, is that their experiences differ considerably,
and they demand the understanding of their contexts (Delaplace et al. 2014a). HSR and its
effects cannot be understood independently of the socio-economic and territorial characteristics
of the served areas, whether we focus on tourism or other industries (Delaplace et al. 2014a).
Once again, we’re back to complexity, circularity, uncertainty and so on. The analysis of the
available experience shows that the availability of HSR gives value to already known and
popular tourist destinations but it is not sufficient on itself to promote further development
(Albalate et al. 2015). In short, infrastructures are necessary but not sufficient for socioeconomic development, specifically tourism, and their effectiveness depends on a many
accompanying conditions. Elapsed time since the opening of an HSR station may also be a
differentiating factor on a place’s capacity to attract tourists. Toledo’s HSR station opened in
2005 and Cuenca’s in 2010. Another factor affecting outcomes is the capacity of local actors to
work collectively to develop, fund and implement strategies to improve tourist products. And
‘intermediate cities’ of the kinds discussed here have to confront the reality of increased spatial
competition for visitors, regionally, nationally and internationally due to improved transport
access.
The HSR contributes towards putting the city on the tourist map and it increases the tourist
awareness of the destination. As a result, urban tourism could register a significant increase.
Nevertheless, this growth is not only related to the HSR and to hospitality infrastructure
development; it is also the result of the capacity for coordination and organization followed by
an aggressive promotion and communication strategy.
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Annex
Travellers in hotel establishments by year (2005-2015) (Absolute data)
In Bold and Italic, the years served by the HSR after the opening of the HSR line and station
Cities with high-speed
railway lines and stations

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Cuenca

Toledo

209,196
208,923
222,182
203,849
188,093
197,584
196,179
179,893
176,427
170,192
175,654

434,615
450,669
465,418
448,007
441,644
460,795
462,063
468,633
491,362
596,980
566,977

Albacete
157,233
157,799
166,731
164,477
148,227
169,209
160,258
152,292
155,270
159,591
176,385

Segovia
160,539
187,302
219,805
210,931
209,561
207,473
216,054
208,845
208,014
217,465
257,441

Cities without high-speed
railway lines and stations
Valladolid
298,559
317,406
353,610
361,913
335,031
338,967
352,301
333,342
344,647
363,550
380,553

Ávila
225,627
226,457
235,468
217,363
194,964
203,625
203,231
184,957
212,833
224,659
274,123

Salamanca
554,007
581,040
576,890
590,588
571,932
584,768
597,588
583,981
615,532
592,646
660,668

Cáceres
224,707
226,977
213,384
201,185
206,975
215,489
233,052
223,071
237,166
250,582
267,807
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Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
Overnight stays by travellers between 2005 and 2015 (Absolute data)
In Bold and Italic, the years served by the HSR after the opening of the HSR line and station

Cuenca

2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

335,417
335,847
367,153
340,887
316,474
318,527
306,060
272,480
276,947
281,198
290,852

Cities with high-speed railway
lines and stations
Toledo
AlbaSegovia
cete
677,065
257,599
238,090
729,706
261,966
279,581
742,054
282,178
346,014
728,138
289,260
338,636
694,483
237,161
329,888
719,281
262,309
335,424
718,745
234,492
325,561
700,796
220,618
306,758
738,586
232,795
296,934
902,451
245,183
331,601
849,132
269,623
407,198

Valladolid
508,531
521,065
555,637
574,875
548,044
551,416
587,373
547,562
572,341
616,503
659,155

Cities without high-speed
railway lines and stations
Avila
SalaCáceres
manca
349,341
922,573
374,069
360,991
998,565
372,323
376,031
996,131
342,242
354,540
984,668
336,968
320,307
943,807
326,971
340,078
965,878
341,573
335,541
957,292
368,701
303,550
910,892
358,551
320,074
953,502
357,326
329,442
975,095
376,418
422,676
1,062,327
419,975

Source: Tourist Accommodation Occupancy Survey, National Statistical Institute
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